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It is with great pleasure that we publish yet another edition of our magazine
to celebrate spring at Polesden Lacey Infant School. We managed to pack a lot
into a very short term.
I was delighted with the new additions to the trim trail which are proving very
popular and whilst accessible do provide a bit of challenge for the children. We
are very grateful to the Friends for their tireless fundraising to give us these
additional resources.
One of the highlights for me was the Spring Assembly. I am very proud of the
standard of singing in this small school and indeed our Badger children received
high praise for their contribution at the local musical festival this week.
Best wishes
Rosie Keedy
Headteacher
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Erin and Bella are very
proud of their work.
Everyone studied the
Hay Wain painted by
English artist John
Constable. If you want
to see the wonderful
work produced by the
children look at the
display in our foyer.

Singing assembly

We raised the roof with the singing at the spring assembly. Parents
were treated to a wealth of songs and actions interspersed with
poems some of which were written by the children.

Mile a Day

We introduced our mile a day and then discovered it is in the news as a great
way to keep children fit! We always like to be ahead of the game. The children
love it and the staff are getting fitter too!

Saving the planet One bag at a time

We are still selling these fabulous bags at the school office

Our new Trim Trail

Everyone was very excited to return from the half term holiday and discover a
new climbing wall on the trim trail. This was bought for us by the Friends.

FAIRTRADE Cooking

William, Nicholas, James and Leandro enjoyed baking with FAIRTRADE
ingredients to make chocolate and banana muffins.

FAIRTRADE All Day Breakfast

Austin and Iona enjoyed eating the muffins fresh from the oven at our all
day breakfast.

FAIRTRADE Football
Mr Gregory led all the classes
in a football activity using our
FAIRTRADE footballs.
Did you know they are
manufactured in Pakistan?
There are many FAIRTRADE
products apart from
foodstuff, including cotton,
flowers and gold.

Skipping workshop
Everyone improved their
skipping skills at the
workshop. The trainer
was very impressed.
Many children are still
enjoying using their own
ropes on the playground.
It is a great way to
keep fit.

Birdwatching Day

Mrs Hancock’s group were really excited when they spotted a rare goldcrest. We
were all delighted to spot magpies, robins, blackbirds and several other common
garden birds.

The Rabbit Class Pet Show

Evie enjoyed showing her dog at the Rabbit class pet show.

